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When we look back at history, we don’t see a lot of

stories about people with disabilities.

Disabled people have always been around but

their lives and stories are missed out when we learn

about the past.

People with disabilities have often been left out

and forgotten in history. 

We are a group of young people who volunteer for

English Heritage.

English Heritage is a charity that looks after

buildings and spaces that make up England’s

history.

Mapping the past



We volunteer with the Youth Engagement

Programme called Shout Out Loud.

Shout Out Loud wants to change the way that

history is told and how it is explored. 

It wants all voices to be heard.

We wanted to look for stories of disabled people at

English Heritage sites and make sure that their

stories were told.



When we started to look at the history of disabled

people within English Heritage, we did not find a

lot.

We mostly found that disabled people had been

put into institutions.

Some people were in places called Priories.

A Priory is a religious building where nuns and

monks would have lived.

Some people were in places called almshouses.

Hidden from History



An Almshouse is a house owned by a charity.

People who could not afford their own homes may

have lived here.

Some people were in hospitals or asylums.

An asylum was a big hospital for people with a

mental illness.

Most of the time, the history of disabled people has

been told by people who cared for them or felt

sorry for them.

As a group, we have decided to bring together

what we have found to show that disability is not

talked about a lot in history.

 



We will look at everything like Blue Plaques in

London, to the tunnels under Dover Castle.

This Zine aims to show how people with disabilities

have been left out in history.

We want to know what stories are not told when we

learn about the past.

We want to know how we can make history more

inclusive and diverse so it includes everyone.



The young people who worked on this project

are called ‘young producers’.

They are volunteers who are really interested in

history.

Meet Amy:

I’m Amy and I am studying for a masters in

Museum Studies at the University of Leicester.

I am really interested in how we can use the past

to better understand the future.

Meet Beth: 

Hi, I’m Beth. I am 24 and from Preston in

Lancashire.

I have always enjoyed looking at how people

lived before the 21st Century. I like to make

history more creative and interesting.

Who are we?



Meet Imogen: 

My name is Imogen. I am 19 years old.

I am currently at the University of Kent learning

about Ancient, Medieval and Modern History.

I am also a volunteer at Dover Castle.

Meet Ben:

Hi I’m Ben and I am 19 years old and am studying

at the University of Nottingham.

I joined the team in February 2020. I love History

and being able to share it with other people.

I enjoy playing music, acting and working for my

family business. 



Meet Lucy:  

Hi, I’m Lucy and I have just finished my degree in

English Literature.

I have been a Young Producer for over two

years. 

I believe that we need to understand our past so

we can decide what to do in the future. 

Meet Sophie: 

Hi, I’m Sophie and I am a Young Producer and

Digital Content Creator for Shout Out Loud.

I am about to start my masters degree in

Museum and Gallery studies at the University of

St Andrews.

I love anything to do with history. It could be a

castle, an old house, a musical or a TV show

about history!



We found five stories that were connected

to disability history in London.

Three of them are remembered by

London’s Blue Plaque Scheme.

You may have seen The Blue Plaque

Scheme before.

They are small blue circles on buildings

that tell you about a person who lived or

worked there.

One of the other stories found in London

was at Chiswick House.

London



Body
This story was researched by Beth.

Chiswick House was built in 1729 by the third Earl of

Burlington to show off his art collection.

In 1892 the house was bought by two brothers.

They were doctors.

Dr Thomas Seymour Tuke and Dr Charles

Molesworth Tuke.

They transformed it into a private mental health

hospital called an asylum.

They would treat their patients kindly and try

different things to help with their mental health

illnesses.

Chiswick House



Body

It was really expensive to go to this hospital so it

was rich people who would go there.

The hospital was open until 1928.

Other people who needed support but could not

afford to pay would be sent to busy asylums. 

They would not have been treated well there.

At the time, patients at the asylums would have

been called ‘lunatics’ or ‘idiots’. 

People did not understand their mental health

illnesses and how it could affect people. 

People who had Anxiety, Depression and OCD

(Obsessive Compulsive Disorder) would have

been in an asylum. 



Body

These people would have not been allowed to

be part of the community and their families

would send them to asylums to hide them away.

The history of these people has been lost

because they have been hidden from the

community and their stories have not been told.

At Chiswick House, there are records to show that

patients were described differently.

Their different illnesses and what that looks like for

each person is written down.

This supports the idea that the Tuke brothers were

kind and caring towards their patients.

They used people’s individual experiences to

create the right treatment for them.



Body

In 1950, parts of Chiswick House were torn down.

The only evidence of the asylum is from the patient

notes that the Tuke brothers kept.

These records are now kept at The Wellcome

Collection in London.

Now, 1 in 5 people will suffer from a mental health

illness in their life time.

Chiswick House should be remembered as a place

that helped the lives of people who were mentally

ill. 

It should also be remembered as a place that

helped change the way people were thought

about and cared for.



Body

There is a lot of help out there if you need

it.

Here are some links where you can find

support: 

Shout: www.giveusashout.org 

Mind: www.mind.org.uk

Young Minds: www.youngminds.org.uk

Mental Health

Support

http://www.mind.org.uk/


This story was researched by Sophie.

Richard Dadd was a Victorian painter.

He produced some beautiful pictures but his story

is full of sadness.

Richard was born in 1817 and his skills were soon

noticed.

When he was 20, he went to the Royal Academy

of Arts and won awards for his drawing skills.

Blue Plaque: 

Richard Dadd



Richard was asked to go on a trip to Europe and

the Middle East with Sir Thomas Phillips.

The journey was hard on Richard and it was

there that he became unwell. He started to see

things and became violent. 

When he came home, Richard was sent to live

with his family in the country side.

Sadly, Richard was still having hallucinations

and ended up killing his dad.

Richard decided to run away to France but he

tried to kill a passenger on the way and was

arrested.

Richard was sent to the criminal department of

Bethlem mental hospital. 



Now it is believed that Richard had Paranoid

Schizophrenia.

Paranoid Schizophrenia is where you might see

or hear things that are not real and you

struggle to understand what is real.

Richard was treated well in hospital and he

was encouraged to paint by his doctors.

He painted lots of pictures including his famous

picture called ‘The fairy feller’s masterstroke’

when he was in hospital.

Richard’s health got worse when he got older

and he died from Tuberculosis.

Tuberculosis is usually bacteria in the lungs that

can make it really hard to breathe. You can

also cough up blood.

In 1977 a Blue Plaque was put up outside his

old home near Leicester Square in London to

remember his life.



Body

This story was researched by Imogen.

Sir Arthur Pearson was born in 1866 and died in

1921. 

When Arthur was around 40 years old, he

started to go blind.

In 1913 he joined the National Institute for the

Blind which is now known as the RNIB.

He also started the organisation that is now

called Blind Veterans UK.

Blue Plaque: 

Sir Arthur Pearson



Body

Before he started to lose his sight, Arthur was a

Journalist.

He launched the Daily Express newspaper in

1900.

He used his money to help different charities.

He helped poorer children to have holidays

and get fresh air, and he helped to set up the

Boy Scout Movement.

Arthur was also involved in the First World War.

In 1915, Arthur started St Dunstan’s hospital

which helped soldiers that were blinded in the

war.



Body

In 1916 the King of England made Arthur a

Baronet. He became Sir Arthur.

A Baronet is an award given to someone by

the Royal Family. It means that they become

someone who is noble.

Noble means to have a high rank in society.

In 1917 Arthur was also made Knight Grand

Cross of the Most Excellent Order of the British

Empire (GBE).

This was a special award given to Arthur by the

King for all of the work he had done for

charities.

There is a Blue Plaque for Sir Arthur Pearson at

21 Portland Place where he supported Blind

Veterans.



Body

This story was researched by Amy.

John Loudon first came to London in 1803.

He was a writer, teacher, garden designer and

a botanist.

 

A botanist is someone who studies plants. 

John really wanted to make London a green

space with lots of parks and beautiful open

spaces.

Blue Plaque: 

John Loudon



Body

He wrote a lot of books about plants, agriculture

and horticulture.

Agriculture is the science and practice of farming.

Horticulture is the science of plants, some plants for

foods and some plants for decoration.

John also did a lot of research and designed

hothouses.

Hothouses are green houses that need to be kept

at a certain temperature.

An example of this is the Palm House at Kew

Gardens in London.

 

In 1806 Loudon suffered from rheumatic fever which

affects the heart, joints, brain and skin.

It badly damaged his knee and right arm.



Body

Doctors had tried to fix his arm by breaking it but

it did not work and he had to have it amputated.

This meant that he had his arm cut off just under

his shoulder.

John was physically disabled. 

There is a Blue Plaque at the old home of John

Loudon and his wife, Jane.

You can find it in Porchester Terrace near Hyde

Park in London.

Their house was built to support John’s disability

and his needs.

It is important to recognise the work that John did

and the great things that people with a disability

have done in history. 



The last story we found in London is at Marble Hill

house. 

This research was done by Amy.

Marble Hill is a large house that was built on the

River Thames in London.

It was built for Henrietta Howard who was the

Woman of the Bedchamber to Princess Caroline

in the 1700s.

The Woman of the Bedchamber was a personal

assistant to the wife of the King or the Queen of

England. 

When she was in her 20s Henrietta started to lose

her hearing.

Marble Hill



She wrote notes to her friends to tell them of her

deafness.

Other people wrote that they saw her using a

hearing aid. 

Disability has always been a part of society but

has often been forgotten in history.

Marble Hill House is a reminder of all of the

things that Henrietta overcame and helps tell

us what it was like to be deaf in the 1700s.



In Kent, we found three more stories of

disability in history.

Two of the stories were from the

medieval period.

The medieval period lasted about 1,000

years and finished around 1485.

The other story we found in Kent was at

Dover Castle and how it was used

during the Second World War.

Kent



This research was done by Lucy.

After the Second World War, the amount of people

with a disability rose by over 300,000 in the UK.

Dover Castle was used as a hospital in the Second

World War.

The Castle has tunnels under the castle that were

used to treat soldiers and bandage them up.

They would come from hospitals, where they had

already been given emergency treatment.

Dover Castle



The Government was forced to do something to

care for the extra people living with a disability.

In 1944, the Disability Employment Act was made.

This was to make sure that there were jobs for

disabled people.

In 1946, a factory in Bridgend, south Wales was

opened.

This factory was part of a programme called,

‘Remploy’. 



Remploy factories gave jobs to over 6,000

people injured during the war and meant that

veterans could still help the community.

In 1948, the NHS was made which gave free

health care to all people from Britain.

The NHS also gave free care to people born

with a disability. 

The Second World War really made the

Government see disability differently and

lifelong care for disabled people was given

through the NHS. 



This research was done by Amy.

There has not been lot about disabled people in

England recorded in history.

We know even less about disabled people during

the medieval period. 

However, we do know that it was at this time that

the first hospitals for disabled people were built.

By the year 1050, cases of Leprosy were all over

England.

Leprosy was a disease caused by bacteria. It

affected people’s skin, eyes and noses.

If it was not treated, people could lose their

noses, sight, skin, arms and fingers.

Milton Chantry



Leper Houses were created as a place to treat

sick people.

They were usually run by religious believers.

They were built at the edge of the city because

people were scared of catching it.

People who had Leprosy were made to wear bells

so people knew they were coming.

Milton Chantry is part of a chapel at a Leper

Hospital. 

It was built in 1322 by Aymer de Valance, Earl of

Pembroke. 



People were usually treated with respect and

were allowed to keep in touch with friends and

family.

Thousands of people were disabled because of

Leprosy. 

They would live along with people who were

deaf, blind or disabled from birth.

During this time in history, only a small amount of

people with a disability lived in hospitals. 

Others lived together in the community or their

families cared for them at home. 

 



This research was done by Imogen.

Almshouses were created by religious groups

during the medieval period.

They wanted to care for the sick and disabled.

Almshouses gave people long-term care and

somewhere to live.

The Hospital of St Oswald in Worcester is thought

to be the oldest almshouse.

It was built in the year 990.

It was thought that there were around 800

almshouses in England by the year 1550.

In the 1700s and 1800s, rich people gave

money to almshouses to help with a lack of

housing in the community.

History of Almshouses



This research was done by Imogen.

Maison Dieu is a small building in Faversham in

Kent.

Although it looks a bit different today, it was once

used to care for the sick and disabled.

Maison Dieu was set up in 1230 by Henry III.

It was first opened as a museum in 1925.

In 1995, English Heritage worked with the

Faversham Society to re-open the museum and

tell the story of Maison Dieu.

A visit to Maison Dieu



One of the stories that the museum tells is of Helen

Andrews Keger.

Helen worked as a ‘sister’ or nurse at the

almshouse but she was blind herself.

The team at Maison Dieu have tried to make it as

accessible as possible so everyone can learn

about the history. 

One of the biggest problems about stories of

disability in history is that they are not told by

disabled people. 

The stories are often told by people who felt sorry

for them or cared for them. 

We know that places existed that supported

disabled people but we do not know what life was

like for the people with disabilities. 



This Zine only tells you about a few stories of

disabled people in the past. 

We hope this has made you think about how

their voices have been left out of history.

History and Heritage is for everyone and it is

important that we include as many people as

possible when we talk about it.

The way we think about the past also shapes

how we think about the future. 

If we do not include these stories, we tell others

it is ok to do the same in the future. 



Thank you for reading

our Zine!  

We would love to know what you think.

You can find us on Instagram and Twitter:

@eh_shoutoutloud  #EHShoutOutLoud


